NIELIT CHANDIGARH
Corrigendum
TENDER NO. : NIELIT/CH/PUR-152(iii)/2017/102
TENDER ID

: 2017_DIT_197473_1

RFQ DETAIL : Tender for Supply of Electronics Hardware and Consumables at
DREAM Centres of National Council for Promotion of Urdu
Language(NCPUL).
This is for kind information of the bidders that Replies to the queries raised by
the bidders in the email/Pre Bid Meeting held on 04-05-2017 at 3.00 p.m. will be
uploaded on 05-05-2017 at 5.00 p.m. Accordingly, The bid submission start date will
remain unchanged. The last date and time for bid submission will remain unchanged
i.e. 16-05-2017 (4.00 p.m.).

Executive Director

NIELIT CHANDIGARH
REPLIES TO PRE BID QUERIES
Tender No. : NIELIT/CH/PUR-152(iii)/2017/102
( TENDER ID : 2017_DIT_197473_1).
SNo.

Queries by Prospective Bidders

Proposed Reply

1. •

Make details have been
•
suggested at many a places in
the lists for Electronic
hardwares and consumables.
Can we give quotes of
different makes/models with
same specifications ? Please
let us know where we can
mention such deviations in
the make/model in the
financial bid sheet.
At a few places, we have
•
noticed that the mentioned
make/model is no longer
available in the market (exJhalani 855 make for Wire
Stripper is not available
anymore). So we need to
quote different makes in such
cases. Please let us know
where we can highlight the
fact
and
mention
the
suggested
different
make/model in the Financial
bid excel sheet.
Electronic hardware item list
includes Assembly table and
DC regulated power supply
(Item # 8). However, these
two are not mentioned in the
financial
bid
document.
Please let us know whether
these two items also need to
be included. If yes, how we
can include this in the
Financial bid excel sheet.
The
tender
document
mentions the following. Does
this
include
both
the
Electronic Hardware and
Consumable item lists ?

Items of makes and models of same or
higher specification can be quoted in cases
where the specified make/model is not
available anymore in the market.

2.

3.

4.

Items of makes and models of same or
higher specification can be quoted in cases
where the specified make/model is not
available anymore in the market.

The items that are not mentioned in the
financial bid for Item # 8 are not
required.

Yes.

